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For decades indispensable, the AMA Manual of Style continues to provide editorial support to the

medical and scientific publishing community. Since the 1998 publication of the 9th edition, however,

the world of medical publishing has rapidly modernized, and the intersection of research and

publishing has become ever more complex. The 10th edition of the AMA Manual of Style brings this

definitive manual into the 21st century with a broadened international perspective.  In doing so, the

10th edition has expanded its electronic guidelines, with the understanding that authors now

routinely submit articles through online systems and often cite Web-only content. Ethical and legal

issues receive increased attention, with detailed guidelines on authorship, conflicts of interest,

scientific misconduct, intellectual property, and the protection of individuals' rights in scientific

research and publication. The new edition examines research ethics and editorial independence

and features new material on indexing and searching as well as medical nomenclature. The JAMA

Network, one of the most respected groups of medical publications in the world, have lent members

of their expert staff of professional journal editors to the committee that has produced this edition.

Extensively peer-reviewed, the 10th edition provides a welcome and improved standard for the

growing international medical community. More than a style manual, this 10th edition offers

invaluable guidance on how to navigate the dilemmas that authors and researchers and their

institutions, medical editors and publishers, and members of the news media who cover scientific

research confront in a society that has thrust these issues center stage. Also available in an online

version!
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"The 10th edition instructs writers how to attach audio and video clips, as well as links to

Web-based supplementary material. It also instructs them how to reference research that, in

addition to books pulled from the library stacks, might include Web sites, messages from e-mail

lists, or online-conference proceedings...The new Oxford University Press version also has an

expanded, 175-page chapter on ethical and legal concerns, including conflict of interest, scientific

misconduct, intellectual-property rights, and protection of research subjects' rights in scientific

research and publication."--Chronicle of Higher Education"Essential tool for physicians and other

health professionals. In addition to the basics of grammar and citation, it leads writers through the

thickets of abbreviation, nomenclature, and quantitation."--Booklist"The manual is comprehensive

and detailed, and I can't think of a single relevant aspect of medical and scientific writing that is not

covered here."--Doody's, a 5 star review"For medical writers and editors, the AMA Manual of Style

remains the unrivaled point of departure."--Copyediting"The manual is thorough and

authoritative...the content is carefully referenced, and the references on all topics are impressively

up-to-date."--Review from The Journal of the European Medical Writers Association"This excellent

manual offers the means to produce essays, articles or research papers that are well organized and

authoritative."--Nursing Standard"The manual's expository style is exemplary. It is relaxed and

unpretentious...The manual covers impressive new territory."--The Editorial Eye

JAMA and the Archives Journals, one of the most respected groups of medical publications in the

world, have lent members of their expert staff of professional journal editors to the committee that

has produced this edition.

Having worked in the pharmaceutical and biopharm industries for the past 15 years as a contract

writer and editor, this manual is THE ONLY style guide for these industries. All of the large

pharmaceutical companies use their own internal style guides, but without exception, each derives

their respective manual from the AMA (with instructions to consult the AMA for "topics not covered"

within their own style guide). The AMA Manual of Style doesn't make you a better writer, and it

doesn't teach you how to diagram sentences -- it is a reference guide. If you need to know how

hyphens should be handled with compound adjectives, then check with the AMA... you'll find a very

robust answer with many examples provided to assist you.If you can find your answer.This is

historically the greatest problem of the AMA Manual of Style. As others have remarked, locating

your item(s) of interest can be a bit troublesome. Most of us grew accustomed to the Index of the



8th edition, but then the 9th took a step backwards. This edition, the 10th, attempts to provide more

clarity than either of its predecessors -- and I think it does -- but it's still a bit of a trick. Even the most

skilled medical editor may self-herniate trying to find a quick answer in the AMA. Can you start a

sentence with an abbreviation? Good luck with that one, Ace. Oh, the answer's in there, but careful

reading is required to reveal it.Still, once your sticky notes are assembled, getting around doesn't

require as much effort. It's a very good Style Manual, and if you are (or are hoping to be) a medical

writer for the pharmaceutical industry, it's the only one you'll be required to use.

Required text for my job (medical copy editor). The copy that was at my desk when I started my

current position had seen way better days, and I needed a like-new version at a "used" price. This fit

the bill perfectly! The manual has always, in my view, had a few flaws (too much info on some

things, little or no info/style guidelines on others), but that has nothing to do with  or the

seller/merchant. It's a book I needed, and though there was a bit of a shipping issue (the bulk of

which had, I think, to do w/USPS and only minimally to do w/the shipper/merchant), the product

finally arrived in rather good shape - not quite new, but almost. I am happy with the price and

product.

At long last, the 10th Edition of the AMA Manual of Style is finally available, and I am happy to say it

was worth the wait. As an editor who has worked in medical journals, scientific Web sites, and an

agency specializing in pharmaceutical advertising, I found the 9th edition to be, at times, a bit dated

and not as easy to navigate as I would have hoped. Most of those problems have been resolved in

the 10th edition, as well as the inclusion of some new information that I didn't even know I was

missing until I found.The following is a list of changes in the new edition of the style guide that I

found particularly helpful and relevant, and will hopefully be a quick go-to guide when you're

debating whether to buy the new version or hold fast to the 9th edition.- The section on Correct and

Preferred Usage has moved from Chapter 9 to Chapter 11 and includes a wealth of information that

was not in the previous edition. There is more information about the difference between race and

ethnicity and when it's relevant to include sexual orientation in a scientific manuscript.- An extended

section on electronic references (3.15, 63-72). This new info is highly relevant considering since

1998 (when the 9th edition was released) there have been a number of innovations with the Internet

and a number of authors choose to use the Web as sources of information.- The section on

manuscript preparation is vastly improved and expanded (Ch 4). It includes more information on the

different types of tables and figures as well as new guidelines for the use of symbols and footnotes.-



Of particular interest to journal editors, there is more information on authorship requirements,

conflicts of interest, sources of funding, and copyright and permissions basics (Ch 5).- The section

on capitalization demonstrates that, not only can the AMA editors laugh at themselves, but that

they're also familiar with the lyrics of Coolio (eg, There is no party like a West Coast party because

a West Coast party doesn't stop. 10.3, 375). The section on capitalization also includes newer terms

like iBook and eBay that are more relevant to modern writing (10.8, 380).- In terms of grammar,

some of the rules that always give editors trouble are more explicitly outlined and in more detail.

There's a longer section on the use of that and which (7.2, 318), which I still have to look up

occasionally. A final ruling on the health care vs healthcare debate (always 2 words, per AMA, 11.1,

395). And more specific rules on false/parenthetical plurals and sentences with compound subjects

(7.8)- A change in the use of states in references. All will use postal codes now, instead of the

former abbreviations (14.5, 451-455).- An expanded section on international currency (18.5.12,

817-819).- The section on terminology has been expanded to include information about different

specialties, including psychiatry, ophthalmology, and obstetrics (Ch 15). This section also includes a

new chart with human viruses that is expanded and easier to navigate (15.14.3, 762-767).- There is

a more comprehensive copyediting section, including information on editing numerical information

(21.1, 907; 23.1, 929-933).- And finally, and most importantly for all newer medical editors and

writing, there is a more informative resources guide with professional organizations aimed at

scientific writers and editors as well as grammar and editing resources (25, 967-976).As a whole,

I'm very pleased with the new edition of the AMA style guide, and can't wait to incorporate the new

changes into my own work.
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